Motor Wiring Diagram

5 Lead, Single Phase, Single Voltage,
Thermally Protected, CW Rotation

**SINGLE PHASE THERMALLY PROTECTED**
**PROTECTION THERMIQUE INHERENTE**
**MOTOR LEAD CONNECTIONS**

```
P1  5  4  1  8
L1--LINE V--L2
```

**CONNECTION FOR CW ROTATION**
**FACING SHAFT END. TO REVERSE ROTATION**
**INTERCHANGE LEADS 5 AND 8.**
**MOTOR MUST BE GROUNDED (USE GREEN LEAD IF**
**SUPPLIED) PER THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE.**

912541

Connected for CW Rotation Facing the Shaft End.

To Reverse Direction of Rotation, Interchange Leads 7 & 8

Each lead may have one or more cables comprising that lead.
In such case, each cable will be marked with the appropriate lead number.